The conventional lumped-element (LE) method is insufficient in modelling the wideband balanced-armature receiver (BAR) when only the fundamental mode of the vibration system is considered. To overcome this limitation, we propose an integrated FE-LE modelling method, i.e. the finite-element (FE) modelled mechanical domain integrated with the LE modelled acoustic domain or vice versa. This method makes use of the FE method to implement the multimode modelling of the more interested physical domain and the LE method to deal with the remaining features, in which they are bidirectionally coupled. The coupling relations between the involved physical domains are explicitly defined. In addition, the insufficient predication of the LE model is preliminarily investigated in terms of the first two vibration modes of the mechanical domain. Numerical results show that the proposed method is far superior to the commonly used LE method in accuracy and to the full FE method in efficiency.
Nomenclature
F e driving force at DP k m stiffness of mechanical domain with respect to DP m m moving mass of mechanical domain r m damping ratio of mechanical domain C a,f v acoustic compliance of front volume C a,rv acoustic compliance of rear volume C a,2cc acoustic compliance of the 2cc acoustic coupler M a,f v acoustic mass of front volume M a,tube acoustic mass of tube q a,mem induced volume velocity by membrane v m,mem distributed velocity of membrane v m,M P velocity at MP A mem,ef f effective area of membrane dA mem area element of membrane A mem actual area of membrane F m,mem induced force over membrane P f v induced lumped pressure in front volume P rv induced lumped pressure in rear volume p f v induced distributed pressure in front volume p rv induced distributed pressure in rear volume p acoustic pressure n normal vector ρ 0 air density a n inward normal acceleration a a,mem equivalent acceleration loaded over the coupling interface of acoustic domain j imaginary unit ω angular velocity r mem ratio between the effective area and the realistic area of membrane f 0 fundamental resonance of mechanical system C a acoustic compliance M a acoustic mass V 0 static volume of air volume c 0 sound velocity of air l actual length of slit or tube S sectional area (vertical to the length direction) of slit or tube l ef f length of slit or tube with end correction r radius of sound outlet or tube
INTRODUCTION
Balanced-armature receiver (BAR), predominantly used in hearing aids and increasingly trended in high-end earphone, is inherently a nonlinear transducer for its relatively complicated mechanical structure as well as multi-physics domains contained. Owing to the increasing demand for high-fidelity music sound, the wideband BAR incorporating the multiple modes of the vibration system needs to be developed. However, the currently used lumped-element (LE) models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are no longer applicable due to the lack of high-order modes of the vibration system. Until now, only limited studies were dedicated to BAR. In the earlier studies, Hunt discussed the basic principle of BAR 1 and Henning designed a smaller but more sensitive BAR for a telephone set. 2 Later, Kampinga et al. fulfilled a study about the visco-thermal air layer influence on the hearing aids transducer. 3 Jensen et al. created a nonlinear time-domain model to predict the nonlinear factors from both the mechanical and electromagnetic domains. 4 More recently, Kim et al. established a two-port network analysis considering two key elements, semi-inductor and gyrator, which are, respectively, used to more accurately approximate the electromagnetic eddy-current and anti-reciprocity characteristic of the BAR. 5 Tsai et al. studied the asymmetrical magnetic flux influence on the nonlinear harmonic distortion. 6 A recent PhD study by Jensen gained more insights into the nonlinear distortion mechanisms and efficiency in modelling the BAR. 7 However, all of these studies are based on the fundamental mode of the vibration system. For this reason, we launch the study of modelling the wideband multimode BAR. It is known that the finite-element (FE) method is much accurate and adaptive but extremely time-consuming and even impracticable sometimes, whereas the LE method is somewhat simplified but particularly efficient. The LE method concerning merely the fundamental modes of the contained physical domains is normally used to model electroacoustic transducers. However, it may be no longer applicable if multiple modes of the system are considered or more accurate prediction is required. Although the full FE modelling method is widely applicable, it is rather complicated and time-consuming.
The integrated FE-LE modelling method presented in this study is to model the BAR, which is capable of containing the multiple modes of the system. It has the advantages of both the FE method in accuracy and the LE method in efficiency. Unlike the methods commonly used, e.g. FE-aided LE method 8 or full FE method, 9, 10 the developed method is to integrate the FE modelled domain with the LE modelled domain seamlessly via the commercial FE software. In the modelling, the FE part is capable of including the multiple modes of the modelled domain.
DEFINITION OF BAR MODEL

Basic Principles of BAR
As shown in Fig. 1 , BAR is named for its magnetically balanced position of the armature between the two magnets. Therefore, the principles of all these types of transducers are similar. It mainly consists of coil, armature, drive pin, membrane, cover, case, permanent magnets, magnetic house, and sound outlet. When there is an electric current through the coil, it magnetizes the armature one way or the other. Then the magnetized armature starts to vibrate because of its interaction with the magnets. The moving armature then drives the membrane by the connected drive pin. Sound is subsequently produced in the front volume (the cavity between membrane and cover) by the vibrating membrane, and finally transmitted through the sound outlet. The sealed rear volume between the membrane and the case works like a spring to stiffen the system as required. 
Simplified BAR Model
The purpose of this work is to evaluate the integrated FE-LE modelling method for a simplified BAR. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , it contains only the mechanical domain (armature, drive pin, and membrane) and the acoustic domain (front volume, rear volume, sound tube, and acoustic coupler). The electromagnetic domain and its transduction relation to the mechanical domain are out of the scope of this study, and the acoustic damping is excluded as well. Magnetic force of BAR is normally loaded over the magnet projecting areas on the armature. It can be equivalent to a point force around the centre of the areas, i.e. force point, in the LE modelling. This point force can be further equivalent to a force at drive point (DP) in the linear vibrating range of the system. With these assumptions, a constant point force is applied at DP to replace the magnetic force in this study. To make modelling more reliable, the mechanical structure of BAR is treated as a whole to determine its LE parameters.
DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED FE-LE MODELS FOR BAR
According to the literatures, 1, 2 a mechanical-acoustic equivalent circuit (Fig. 3) , i.e. LE model, is built for the defined BAR in Fig. 2 . In the circuit, a constant driving force F e applied at DP is equivalent to an alternating voltage source; mechanical stiffness k m , mass m m , and damping r m of the entire mechanical structure are equivalent to electric capacitance, inductance, and resistance, respectively. For the acoustic domain, acoustic compliances (front volume C a,f v , rear volume C a,rv , and the 2cc acoustic coupler C a,2cc ) are equivalent to electric capacitances, and acoustic masses (front volume M a,f v , tube M a,tube ) are equivalent to electric inductances. The flowing variable v m,M P in the mechanical domain is the velocity at the measure point (MP), i.e. the connection point between the drive pin and the membrane, and q a,mem in the acoustic domain is the volume velocity induced by the membrane. Further, P f v and P rv are, respectively, the pressures in the front and rear volumes. 
Development of Two Integrated FE-LE Models
The LE model as shown in Fig. 3 is normally used to evaluate electroacoustic transducers. However, the LE parameters of the contained physical domains used are merely the approximations with respect to the fundamental modes of the system. It is incapable of describing the system if higher-order modes of the system are concerned or more accurate prediction is required. Therefore, an improved model capable of incorporating the higher-order modes of the system is necessary to be developed. However, it is very complicated to build such a model using the LE method only. We therefore propose an integrated FE-LE modelling method to resolve this problem. This method has the advantages of both the FE and LE methods and is also convenient to be developed with the relevant software.
The mechanical and acoustic domains contained in the BAR may be modelled using either FE or LE method. Therefore, there are two integrated models, i.e. the integrated FE mechanical with LE acoustic (MechaFE-AcoLE) model and the integrated LE mechanical with FE acoustic (MechaLE-AcoFE) model. Generally, the FE method is preferably used to model the more concerned domain, whereas the LE method is used to model the remaining features.
Integrated MechaFE-AcoLE model
If the special concern is given to the mechanical domain, the integrated MechaFE-AcoLE model (Fig. 4) can be established for the defined BAR. In the model, the mechanical domain is modelled with the FE method and the acoustic domain is modelled with the LE method. The two domains are bidirectionally coupled via the membrane. Specifically, the membrane transfers its vibrating velocity v m,mem to the air in the front and rear volumes with the induced volume velocity q a,mem defined in Eq. (1); and meanwhile, the acoustic pressures generated in the volumes impose back on the membrane with the generated force F m,mem defined in Eq. (2).
where A mem,eff is the effective area of the membrane, v m,M P is the velocity at MP, dA mem is the area element of the membrane; P f v and P rv are the lumped pressures, p f v and p rv are the distributed pressures in the front and rear volumes, respectively; and in Eqs. (1) and (2), the lumped formulae are applicable to the LE modelling and the distributed formulae are applicable to the FE modelling.
Integrated MechaLE-AcoFE model
Afterwards, the integrated MechaLE-AcoFE model (Fig. 5 ) is built by exchanging the two concerned domains in order to accurately model the acoustic domain.
The coupling relations between the two domains here are theoretically similar to the above model. The only difference is that there is no direct coupling variable from the LE mechanical domain to the FE acoustic domain. As an alternative, the coupling is realized with Neumann (or second-type) boundary condition 11, 12 − n · − 1 ρ 0 ∇p = a n ;
where n is the normal vector, ρ 0 is the air density, p is the acoustic pressure, and a n is the inward normal acceleration. Specifically, the acceleration can be expressed as
where a a,mem is the equivalent acceleration loaded over the coupling interface of the acoustic domain, j is the imaginary unit, ω is the angular velocity, and r mem = A mem,eff /A mem is the ratio of the effective area to the actual area A mem of the membrane.
To sum up, the coupling relations for the two integrated models are explicitly indicated in Fig. 6. 
Determination of the LE Parameters
The mechanical domain of BAR consisting of balanced armature, membrane, and drive pin plays an important role in its overall performance. As discussed above, the corresponding LE parameters are determined by treating the mechanical domain as a whole. Given an arbitrary mechanical structure 
The LE parameters for the acoustic domain are determined based on the assumption of ideal air. Acoustic compliance C a and mass M a of acoustic component are, respectively, calculated with
and
where V 0 is the static volume of air cavity, ρ 0 and c 0 are, respectively, the density and the sound speed of air under normal temperature; l eff = l + 8r/ (3π) is the effective length including the end correction, l is the actual length, S is the sectional area (vertical to the length direction) of slit or tube and r is the radius of tube. Table 1 lists all the material properties for the following exemplified BAR sample. Figure 7 shows a BAR sample as defined in Fig. 2 . Dimensions of the mechanical components are, respectively, given as follows: armature 5 × 1.50 × 0.10 mm 3 
NUMERICAL CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS
Model Definition
Definition of a simplified BAR model
Four models concerned for comparison
Four models, the LE model concerning only the fundamental modes of the included physical domains, the full FE model and the two integrated FE-LE models, are built to evaluate the proposed integrated modelling method in our study. The FE model is used as a reference. The LE model in Fig. 3 is performed with PSpice, and the FE model is built in Comsol Multiphsics 3.5a using the acoustic and mechanical modules. The two integrated models, shown in Figs. 4 and 5, are also established in Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a with the spice, mechanical, and acoustic modules. Frequency-domain analyses are performed for all the four models, and the frequency of interest is ranged from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with 100 points per decade.
According to Eqs. (5)- (7), the determined LE parameters are listed in Table 2 .
Numerical Results and Analyses
To begin with, the concerned four models are compared in terms of the computation time. Then the two integrated models are, respectively, evaluated by referring to both the FE and LE Table 2 . LE parameters for the mechanical and acoustic components. models. Finally, the two integrated models are compared to check their respective advantages and disadvantages.
Comparison of the computation time between the concerned four models
Besides the prescribed frequency resolution in Section 4.1.2, the meshing settings for the three FE involved models are also kept consistent, i.e. 12,053 elements for the mechanical domain and 23,490 elements for the acoustic domain. This aims at making the concerned four models comparable. A common personal computer with 4 cores 3.3 GHz of CPU and 8 GB of RAM is used to perform the simulations. Figure 8 clearly indicates that the two integrated models spend a little more time than the LE model but much less time than the full FE model. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed method is much more efficient than the full FE method.
Evaluation of the integrated MechaFE-AcoLE model
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the velocity response at MP and the SPL response in the 2cc coupler, respectively. For the velocity at MP, the MechaFE-AcoLE model is in substantial agreement with the FE model over the concerned frequency range, whereas the LE model is obviously not except a small range around the first peak. When it comes to the SPL response, the MechaFE-AcoLE model agrees well with the FE model up to 8 kHz, whereas the LE model is still obviously deviated from the FE model. The SPL discrepancy above 8 kHz may be introduced by the LE modelled acoustic domain. Since wavelength of sound is getting closer to the dimensions of acoustic components with increase of frequency, the LE parameters are no longer applicable in the high frequency range. Figure 9 (c) further demonstrates their respective SPL errors relative to the FE model. For the frequency up to 8 kHz, the error from the MechaFE-AcoLE model is mostly far less than 1 dB whereas that from the LE model is mostly bigger than 4 dB. The latter is apparently unacceptable in engineering applications. It is the absence of higher-order modes of the mechanical domain for the LE model that leads to its remarkable deviation from the FE model.
From Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), we also notice that the SPL response from the LE model is obviously higher than the other two models in the frequency range before the first peak despite its smaller velocity. This seems irrational, but it does make sense when referring to the first two key vibration modes of the mechanical domain (Fig. 10) . For the forced vibration system, the two modes additively contribute to the velocity at MP, whereas the volume velocity contributed by the fundamental mode is evidently subtracted by the second mode because of its concave bending shape. This results in the underestimated velocity at MP and the overestimated SPL output in the 2cc coupler from the LE model. The two modes correspond to the two peaks in the frequency responses in Fig. 9 , respectively. The difference of the resonant frequencies here with that in Fig. 9 is caused by the acoustic loads in the system.
It is now evident that the integrated MechaFE-AcoLE model is much more reliable than the LE model. The conventional LE model for the example in Fig. 7 cannot even predict well the system in the frequency range before and around the fundamental resonant frequency. Therefore, we also hold that the developed MechaFE-AcoLE model is more adaptive.
Evaluation of the integrated MechaLE-AcoFE model
The above MechaFE-AcoLE model exhibits better prediction on the overall performance of BAR. Subsequently, we try to check if the integrated MechaLE-AcoFE model could make an improvement by modelling the acoustic domain with the FE method.
It is observed from Fig. 11 that the MechaLE-AcoFE model is not better than the LE model in evaluating the velocity at MP. The SPL response in the 2cc coupler roughly agrees with that from the FE model only around the last peak, which attributes to the included higher-order modes of the acoustic domain. As a whole, this integrated model can just make a very limited improvement for the exemplified BAR model. Figure 12 indicates the SPL responses in the 2cc coupler for all the concerned four models. Obviously, the two integrated models are the compromised results between the FE and LE models. The overall performance of the exemplified BAR is dominated by the mechanical domain in the main audio frequency range, and by the acoustic domain merely in the high frequency range around the last peak. The transitional range around the third peak is determined by the interaction between the two domains. By comparing the two integrated models, the MechaFE-AcoLE model is preferentially suggested in the engineering application because of the better prediction of the system in the main audio frequency range.
SPL comparison between the concerned four models
To sum up, the two integrated FE-LE models, especially the MechaFE-AcoLE model, are far superior to the LE model in accuracy and to the FE model in efficiency.
CONCLUSIONS
As having the advantages of both the FE and LE methods, the proposed integrated FE-LE modelling method is much more accurate than the LE method and more efficient than the FE method. Specifically, the MechaFE-AcoLE model is more applicable in the practical development of BAR whereas the MechaLE-AcoFE model could be an auxiliary reference. Generally, the selection of the combination for the FE-LE modelling method depends on the interested point in application. Furthermore, the proposed method can be also applicable for developing other types of transducers incorporating multiphysics domains.
In this study, we merely create the models for a simplified BAR without the electromagnetic domain. Therefore, improvement can be made by considering the entire BAR model. For more physical domains contained, there are quite a few combinations. As a rule of thumb, the most interested domain should be preferentially modelled with the FE method whereas the others with the LE method. Besides, the improvement can also be obtained by including visco-thermal effects of the acoustic domain.
